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The 115th Congress was sworn in on Jan. 3, and Donald Trump will take office this Friday. It promises to 
be a very busy year for both tax and financial services legislation. Before the Congress turns to these 
subjects, however, repealing and replacing the Affordable Care Act will be the first order of business. 

Texas will hold seven full committee chairmanships in the new Congress, including Rep. Jeb Hensarling 
(R-Dallas) as Financial Services chair, Rep. Kevin Brady (R-The Woodlands) as chair of Ways and Means 
(tax jurisdiction) and Rep. Mike Conaway (R-Midland) as chair of Agriculture. Rep. Pete Sessions (R-
Dallas) continues to chair the powerful Rules committee, which serves as a gateway for all major bills 
that go to the House floor. Texas will also have a significant role in the defense area, with Rep. Mac 
Thornberry (R-Clarendon) chairing the Armed Services committee and, in a new post for her, Rep. Kay 
Granger (R-Fort Worth) chairing the Defense appropriations subcommittee. Sen. John Cornyn (R-Texas) 
remains as the second most powerful Republican in the Senate, serving as the GOP Whip.  

For new members of the delegation, freshman Rep. Vincente Gonzalez (D-McAllen) – who replaced 
Ruben Hinojosa in Congress – will join the Financial Services committee. Rep. Roger Williams (R-
Weatherford) remains on this key committee. Rep. Jodey Arrington (R-Lubbock), who replaced Randy 
Neugebauer, will join the Agriculture committee but remains very interested in financial issues, having 
served as chief of staff to the FDIC chairman during the Bush administration. 

Dodd-Frank Reform 

Through meetings with Chairman Hensarling and his staff, TLTA has learned that the chairman plans to 
reintroduce the CHOICE Act, his effort to repeal and replace the Dodd-Frank Act, and he will move 
quickly. Hensarling has indicated that he will move this through committee in February or March. 
However, the full House may not take it up until the summer of 2017. Vice president nominee Mike 
Pence has said that the first tier of congressional action will focus on health care, taxes and immigration. 
Financial reform will come next. Nevertheless, Hensarling is determined to get this legislation finished in 
2017. 



As for the CHOICE Act, Chairman Hensarling is soliciting new ideas for the legislation. He may be 
emboldened to make broader changes based on the election. One target of his legislation will be reform 
of the CFPB. The biggest change comes to the structure of the newly named agency. The current single 
director of the CFPB would be replaced by a bipartisan, five-member commission, and it would be 
subject to congressional oversight and appropriations.  

The bill also puts in statute a small business advisory council to the new CFPB commission. During this 
Congress, the title industry supported bipartisan legislation that would create such a council. The bill 
would also subject the CFPB and other agencies to cost benefit analysis for new rules and require 
Congressional approval of new regulations that impact the economy of $100 million or more.  

The legislation may also include the Mortgage Choice Act, as it did last year. This may have an impact on 
the title industry. Currently, title insurance costs do not count against the 3 percent cap on points and 
fees for a mortgage, unless the title company is affiliated with the lender. This legislation clarifies that 
lender-affiliated title company premiums would also not count toward the 3 percent cap. TLTA will be 
closely monitoring this aspect of the larger bill.  

Chairman Hensarling has also indicated that he intends to revisit legislation to reform Fannie Mae and 
Freddie Mac. These two powerful government-sponsored enterprises have been in government 
conservatorship since 2008. The future of these entities will have significant impact on the housing 
market, and TLTA will be closely following this as well. We can also expect that the House will tackle 
reform of the federal flood insurance program. 

  

 

 

 


